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Reminder that our Parent Survey closes Thursday, April 30th at 11pm. We have received valuable
information and commit to sharing it with our staff so that we can develop and adjust our
approaches for the benefit of all students.
A small sample of responses thus far are:


All my child’s teachers have posted online assignments that are relevant to the course
content, continuing where things left off in March.



Virtual classes would be great Having the teacher in front of them could make it easier
to do and learn.



I know teachers are working hard to ensure students keep up with their learning, but
please be mindful that students have multiple classes Students may also have home
responsibilities during this time that they may not regularly have.



I appreciate that you are using google classroom as it is easier to use then most. This is
important to help keep the children on track



Online assignments are working well, When teachers provide enough notice for students
to plan their homework for the week appropriately. Students can be more successful when
teachers ensure they are connecting with their classes at the beginning of each week.

Dear GC Families,
We welcome your input on our remote learning approach so we can understand what is
important to families as we move ahead together. Please take a few moments to complete a
brief Thoughtexchange survey at: https://my.thoughtexchange.com/807253484
*This exchange is confidential. Your thoughts will be shared, but not your identity. Survey closes
th
Tuesday, April 28 .
What is a Thoughtexchange? View this brief (1minute) video for further
information: https://get.thoughtexchange.help/hc/en-us/articles/235721527-What-is-aThoughtexchange-Video-

Thank you and we look forward to your contributions,
Tony Kreml

